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by Robert Patrick

The first moment I entered the Caffe Cino, on the afternoon of September 14, 1961, Andy
Milligan was rehearsing with the Cino's star actor, Neil Flanagan, a scene from The Importance of
Being Earnest, to be done at an uptown theatre called the Cubiculo. Andy (and Neil) worked at many
such theatres around town, places without much character or personality, but they kept coming back to
the Cino, where the whole idea of Off Off Broadway or "Underground" Theatre was forming. Neil
adjusted better than Andy did to the revolution around them. Especially, Andy was upset by openly
gay plays like Lanford Wilson's The Madness of Lady Bright, for acting in which Neil won a well-
deserved "Obie" award from The Village Voice. Oddly, Andy's very first movie, Vapors, was from a
script about gay men at the baths written by the Cino's incredibly elegant waitress, Hope Stansbury.
After that, all the gay men in Andy's movies or plays were drag queens, "shriekers," "pansies," or
"bitches." I think a bitter maladjustment to being gay was at the core of much of Andy's life. In
personal encounters, I found Andy professional, paranoid, distrustful, angry, a bit of a control freak,
and, toward the end, pathetic.

Professional: when the evening dress an actress brought to the Cino for my play New Works was
insufficiently stylish, couturier Andy, who was hanging about because his friend Neil was directing,
literally grabbed a swatch of bold print fabric from his satchel, whipped it around the actress, and with
only a couple of safety pins, sent her onstage looking fit for Vogue! He wouldn't so much as let me
thank him.

Paranoid: once, sitting in the light booth at the Cino chatting with Andy, I mentioned that I had
found one of his film scripts rather operatic and would like to try putting it onstage. He turned scarlet-
faced, and, as if I had insulted rather than complimented his work, screamed, "You all hate my
movies! My movies are good! They offer sexual release!" and stormed out.

Distrustful: I once dropped in at a strange little theatre Andy briefly had at 4th Street and Bowery.
It was near Easter and he said he had lost his Easter play and needed one. I lived a few blocks away
and said I had a suitable one and would be back with it. When I got back, he had given another
playwright the date. When I asked why, he said, "I thought you were lying and wouldn't come back."

Angry: once I found myself alone with Andy and a very handsome Cino actor in an apartment (I
can't recall if it was Andy's or the actor's). The mood was sexual, which was fine with me, but before
anything overt happened, Andy revealed flatly that he was "into S&M." I said, genially enough, that I
wasn't. He became clench-faced and furious and more or less ordered me out.

Controlling: Andy once asked me to write a film script for one of his "sexploitation" features. I
came up with a plot that pleased him. He gave me a hundred dollars and told me, "Don't write little
connecting scenes like phone calls or cab rides. They cost as much to shoot as a scene." So I wrote a
movie that was just four long party scenes. He called me and said it wouldn't do-because it had no
"little connecting scenes like phone calls or cab rides!" I swear he used those same words. I gave him



 
back the money. I could never deal with that kind of control mania.

Pathetic: Towards the end, Andy's productions, whether original film scripts or the classics he
continued to do on stage, became bewilderingly personal and/or bewilderingly careless. The last play I
saw at his theatre was some Shaw piece. The floor was so dusty the actors were trailed by clouds
everywhere they went, and the period costumes so ill-maintained, they were literally tearing and
slipping off of the players during the show.

I know he was at that point also producing rather bizarre original plays by at least two writers who
also happened to be Irish Catholics. I always felt that point of origin was at the heart of much of
Andy's life and work, but I am informed that Andy was in fact from a Lutheran background. I don't
know anything about Lutherans, and I feel now that I never knew enough about dear Andy.

Robert Patrick has seen hundreds of productions of his plays, from The Haunted Host at the Gaffe
Cino in 1964 to Hollywood at Sunset in California in 2009. His The Trial of Socrates was the first gay
play produced by the city of New York. He has written a novel, Temple Slave, and an autobiography,
Fil Moi or Narcissus in the Dark.

 



 



 

I first encountered the films of Andy Milligan on a bleak, snowy day in mid-November 1975,
when I ventured into Manhattan to finally catch the notorious The Texas Chainsaw Massacre, still in
first-run release at the Lyric, a Times Square grindhouse. The co-feature was a salaciously-titled
obscurity called Torture Dungeon, and curiosity alone dictated that I experience this film as well.
Quite impressed with the coherence and filmic aptitude of Tobe Hooper's masterpiece, which to me
seemed like a postmodern incarnation of the carefully calculated shock aesthetic of Hitchcock, I
naively anticipated a similar response to the second feature.

As the worn and scratchy print of Torture Dungeon unspooled, my accumulated wisdom regarding
what a film should look like was completely undermined. An obviously unschooled, nervous hand-
held camera prowled barren beaches and slap-dash, homemade sets, carelessly zooming in on
halfway-house thespians wearing bizarre, threadbare costumes, spouting inane mock-Shakespearean
dialogue rendered almost indecipherable via conspicuously bad mitring, and the whole thing blown up
so large that the film frame looked more like an impressionist painting than a real movie.

I couldn't believe my eyes, in the best sense of the term. This wasn't like watching a professional
movie - this was like watching amateur theatrics at an insane asylum, filmed by an inmate with a
home movie camera. This ostensibly "period" melodrama was filmed on an obviously minuscule
budget, and seemed at first glance to be influenced by both the underground film and experimental
theater genres. The confusing, tedious and convoluted plot awkwardly followed a corrupt royalty
which wished to obtain power to the throne by manipulating the peasantry. To achieve this, a hooded
figure committed a series of gruesome dismemberments on various enemies of the state, acts which
were dutifully (if carelessly) filmed. But the absurd plot and cartoonish gore only added to my
enjoyment of the film, which exerted a profound visceral hold on me -I felt as if I was witnessing a
religious painting from the 15th century come to diabolical life.

Added to the delirious aesthetic barbarism of Torture Dungeon, I also began to absorb some of
Andy Milligan's philosophy, which seemed to center on deviant sex, endless arguing, and the complete
moral collapse of the community. The universe of Milligan, I would soon learn, was a grim,
despairing, even deranged one, wherein pitiable, mentally unstable characters would lust after each
other, only to mourn their unholy transgressions at some later date. Meanwhile, blood relatives spit
venom at each other, cursing their very existence, and often planning their violent demise. The very
dark heart of Milligan's world appealed to me then, as it does now, as an essentially accurate, if
unflattering, portrayal of the human experience, which unerringly favors hate over love, antipathy
over empathy, violence over kindness-for as one of the characters in Torture Dungeon blithely
observes, "We're all beasts by nature."

This was my initiation into the theatrical Andy Milligan experience, and I submit that no sentient
being could have been unmoved by it. Even the rough and rowdy grindhouse audience at the Lyric,
which had been duly assaulted by The Texas Chainsaw Massacre, was even more unnerved by the
primitive, confrontational aesthetic of Torture Dungeon, which made Massacre in comparison look
like the slickest movie ever made. There were gales of laughter, moments of stunned silence, and
acrimonious shouting at the screen in an effort to understand or harness this bizarre assault on the



 
senses. After this indelible encounter with what I would later call "filmbrut," I called a good friend on
a nearby pay phone, and exclaimed, "I just saw the greatest movie ever made!" A naive statement in
retrospect, but correctly expressing my feelings at the time, it underscores the impact that Milligan
had on a first-time viewer.

Needless to say, I became a devotee of the films of Andy Milligan from that point onward, and
eventually managed to see several more of his amazing micro-budget epics on the big screen. Another
memorable encounter with Milligan was seeing his extraordinary The Ghastly Ones in the wee hours
of the morning, at the tail end of a "Dusk to Dawn Horrorthon" at the Pix Drive-In in Bridgeport,
Connecticut, circa 1980. As the unannounced film flooded the immense drive-in screen, a queerly-
dressed young couple cavorted through some barren meadowland before being hacked to pieces by a
hunchbacked executioner, and an eerie sense of familiarity engaged me. As I watched the grainy,
shaky image, rendered almost completely red by the fading of the Eastmancolor print, it dawned on
me that I had fortuitously stumbled on yet another masterwork by my new cinema hero.

The Ghastly Ones, which might be called a remake of "The Old Dark House" as filtered through
the ruins of the Sexual Revolution was, if possible, even more angry and pessimistic than Torture
Dungeon. The premise was simplicity itself - all the protagonists had to do in order to inherit a fortune
was to get along for several days. Alas, in Milligan's world as in ours, this goal remained an elusive
phantom, and by film's end, none were left alive but the servants, whose job seemed to be to mop up
after yet another of humanity's bumbling attempts to live in harmony. As in Torture Dungeon, the
frequent bloodletting in The Ghastly Ones had an authentic, visceral quality completely lacking in the
slick, contrived, ultimately sterile gore films of Herschell Gordon Lewis, George Romero, Lucio
Fulci, et al. For all its threadbare theatricality, Milligan's gore looked, for all intents and purposes,
authentic - like watching a snuff film. Perhaps in league with the low-resolution of the film and the
eternally shaky eye of the cameraman (invariably Milligan himself), death in a Milligan film looked
like a home movie chronicle of a real atrocity, and thus had an impact far greater than the studied
theatrical gimmicks of the aforementioned pretenders to the gore film throne.

Around this same time, I stumbled upon an amazing document which reinforced my belief that
some of the most interesting films in the world were unspooling, unnoticed by the world at large, in
the grindhouse and drive-in ghetto. Bill Landis' Sleazoid Express, a self-published xeroxed newsletter
which chronicled the comings and goings of all stripe of fringe independent film in the Times Square
area, became my bible for many years. Although I was able to catch some of these films when they
eventually wound their way to the suburban drive-in, many more remained elusive to me, and I
experienced them only vicariously, through Landis' impeccable reviews. Even better, in several issues,
Landis sung the praises of Andy Milligan and his amazing films, and I knew I had found a kindred
spirit.

Soon, the home video boom was on, and among the first films I procured from sellers who
specialized in fringe cinema were Milligan titles such as Torture Dungeon, Bloodthirsty Butchers and
The Ghastly Ones. Having these beloved films on video to enjoy at my leisure was a luxury I
admittedly enjoyed, but I soon became aware that the compression of a Milligan film onto a tiny TV
screen had the tendency to tame or water down the film, in effect to imprison its robust, angry spirit. I
then realized that Milligan had actually designed his tiny little 16mm wonders for the big screen,
which made me admire him even more, and made those rare theatrical screenings all the more



 
precious.

Looking over Milligan's canon in retrospect, I see now that what also attracted me originally to
Torture Dungeon and The Ghastly Ones, aside from their refreshing aesthetic originality, was a
remarkably well-articulated and consistent ideology which haunted every film throughout Milligan's
long, bittersweet career. Milligan seemed obsessed with the wages of sin, and although his cultural
brethren were mounting sexploitation films, and later horror films, which seemed to revel in the
glories of the then-rampant, so-called "Sexual Revolution," Milligan took great pains to state that
casual sex, in fact pretty much all sex, was sinful and vile, worthy of harsh and vengeful punishment
from a disgusted god. Sex, often of a lustful and/or deviant nature, appears in abundance in the films
of Andy Milligan, and just as often the perpetrators of this basest of acts is punished for their sins,
always through personal anguish, often through societal judgment which ends in gruesome death.

One could easily dismiss this loathing of carnal knowledge as the knee-jerk reaction of a sexual
prude, but in Milligan's case his distaste for the heterosexual coital act comes from a distinct
philosophy, for he knew that sex between male and female is the primary force which perpetuates the
noxious human race, and imprisons the newborn soul into that most reviled of social institutions in the
Milligan universe: the family. A malevolent family unit is the centerpiece of virtually all of Milligan's
extant films (and likely feature prominently in the lost sexploitation films). The "blood red rose" is
the centerpiece of many of Milligan's familial living spaces, an emblem which eerily symbolizes the
family's perceived charm, its superficially beautiful "face," which but hides the danger, violence and
rampant carnality which invariably resides inside the thorn-filled creation.

The films of Andy Milligan fit awkwardly, if at all, into the mainstream grindhouse film scene of
the day- even contemporary observers noted the idiosyncratic peculiarity of a Milligan film when
placed next to "normal" independent film product. His typical film is a most "odd duck," consisting of
equal parts mainstream sexploitation aesthetics, high dramatic pretensions of theatrical avant-garde,
and experimental film techniques of cinema underground. The result is a body of work from a person
with few peers and fewer imitators, who stands as a prime example of the currently-deprecated yet
still viable "auteur theory," a fiercely independent filmmaker toiling virtually alone to make very
"personal" films with an identifiable signature, against formidable economic and personal odds.

I am writing this book as the fan of an artist whom I believe deserves a much wider, more serious
audience than he can currently claim. I believe that the films of Andy Milligan are as important as the
films of Andy Warhol, Paul Morrissey, Kenneth Anger or Curtis Harrington, and as worthy of serious
critical study. Hopefully this modest volume will encourage a discussion of Milligan as one of the
most original independent filmmakers of his time, an artist who almost singlehandedly created an
identifiable, and largely inimitable aesthetic, based on the merging of avant-garde theatrical
experiment with various underground filmmaking techniques, creating a series of films which are
pure, bold and fascinating, and arguably unlike any other films ever made.

 



 



 

Andy Milligan is one of America's most unusual, and least discussed, independent filmmakers. In
a career covering four decades, Milligan created more than two dozen feature films with indelible
narrative weight and a highly distinctive aesthetic. While Milligan is lauded by fans of cheap horror
films, usually for the wrong reasons, the utter originality of Milligan's canon is lost on the public at
large. Perhaps the main reason for Milligan's undeserved obscurity is the fact that his films were
relatively without peer, and thus fell through the cracks of any definable film category. His
sexploitation films were aesthetically daring in a way that made them virtually synonymous with the
cinema verite movement of the day, but their ribald and licentious subject matter relegated them to
the grindhouse ghetto, where they were released, enjoyed, and quickly forgotten, by and large lost to
the ages. Milligan's better-known horror films, with their minuscule budgets and Victorian conceits,
also failed to align themselves with the traditional horror genre of the day, and as most if not all of
them were unreleasable to television due to their highly-sexualized content, they fell by the wayside
until picked up, almost begrudgingly, by the home video marketplace.

Milligan seemed always to have one foot in the experimental/underground film aesthetic, and the
other in the commercial grindhouse cinema, and his films, a fascinating amalgam of both cultures,
exist as an "odd duck" canon, eluding easy categorization. Also, Milligan appears to have been either a
dyed-in-the-wool masochist, or at least a very bad businessperson - throughout his career he made
terrible deals with unscrupulous producers and distributors, and crafted his beautiful little mini-epics
on the most extraordinary of budgets, including several purportedly made for less than $10,000. In
almost all cases, Milligan sold the rights to the films to the sponsor, so in the end was left with
nothing but memories of his prodigious output, along with the occasional pilfered print of one of his
favorite productions.

From extant publicity materials and personal remembrances, it would appear that Milligan's
sexploitation films were among the most avant-garde of their day, certainly for the commercial
cinema marketplace. They were daring and frank, and boldly tackled current social issues, including
polyfidelity, same-sex relationships, sado-masochistic sexual games, abortion and the Pill, among
other concerns of the then-raging Sexual Revolution. In addition, Milligan peppered these films with
strong language and liberal nudity to punctuate their raw timeliness. As for the horror films, Milligan
often fashioned them as lurid Victorian melodramas where sexual sinners were punished for their
transgressions, usually via a violent death. It is almost as if Milligan's horror films, with their arch
sexual conservatism, were a response to his more liberal sexploitation films (although having few, if
any of the sexploitation films to analyze, it would be presumptuous to make this comparison).

As a gay man, Andy Milligan addressed his sexuality in his films, albeit obliquely. There is often
a gay character featured at least peripherally in the films, and in certain cases, homosexuality stands
front and center in the scenario. However, Milligan never used his films as a soapbox to champion gay
rights or any other such socio-political nonsense -his approach to the whole issue can best be
described as ambivalent, perhaps even critical. Yet the mercurial nature of sexual roles, and their
always-shifting power dynamics, are integral to virtually all of Milligan's films. As well, Milligan
liked to toy around with sexual ambiguity, and several of his films feature cross-dressing and/or
transvestite performances, which at that time existed only in the overvalued Warholian underground



 
film movement.

Although many films within both the sexploitation and "extreme horror" genres which contain
most of Milligan's output get away with the barest of scenarios in order to achieve their primary goal,
which is the manipulation of the audience for an hour or so with sexual or horrific thrills, respectively,
Milligan always insisted on crafting a fully-annotated script for his melodramas, in order to create
complicated, even confusing narratives which the audience was invited to follow -that the average
audience member could or would not follow a film's somewhat convoluted plotline, with its inevitable
twist ending, was immaterial -the bounty of narrative import was there for the viewer to absorb, if so
inclined. As rich as the films of Andy Milligan are in storyline, they are as well graced with
memorable performances from both professionals and nonprofessionals, who voice Milligan's words
with a veracity and authenticness which greatly enhances the production. As Milligan had worked for
a time at a popular New York underground theater, he brought with him not only much of the
theatrical underground aesthetic, but also several performers who would grace a Milligan production
with their unique thespian skills.

Finally, Andy Milligan managed to fashion, virtually alone, his own style which distilled equal
parts of the cinema verite documentary film movement, and the quirky theatrics of the New York
experimental theater phenomenon. The magnificent alchemical mixture of these two ostensibly
antithetical disciplines created a wild, visceral style, a sort of "ubermelodrama" in which fantastical
narrative happenings seemed somehow nonetheless anchored in grim reality, in almost a quasi-
documentary way. A detractor once decried a Milligan film as looking like "a home movie from
Bedlam," but the caustic remark may not be far off the mark, for Milligan's best work does look like
the diabolical, amateur chronicling of a dysfunctional family at their moment of complete
disintegration. The best Milligan films contain this "hyper-reality" in abundance, which eerily
foreshadowed the noxious "Reality TV" genre which occurred decades later, a cynical production style
which appropriated the superficial look of cinema verite photography to lend an incredulous
authenticity to highly-scripted "real situations," resulting in a wildly manipulated, unconvincing
version of corporate-sponsored "reality."

Yet Milligan was no corporate hack - he was an iconoclast in the best sense of the word, creating
most of his miraculous feature films almost singlehandedly - and his extant legacy is all the more
precious for that. Although both fans and detractors may grimace at the notion, it is as artist that
Milligan shines most brightly, and his works, seen as modern film art, become fresh and vital and
important. Milligan's personal story is tragic, an almost cliche portrait of the "starving artist," yet his
story ultimately has a happy ending, for at least some of his works were saved from the whims of
nefarious film brokers, and exist today to be enjoyed and discussed.

For all their provocative, even incendiary, activity, we may find that the films of Andy Milligan
are ultimately conservative, in that sexual transgression is invariably punished by a vengeful society
and/or god figure. Yet this reactionary (or self-loathing) perspective towards sex, a most cynical
opinion on the "free love" movement of the day, is part of what make the films so much more timeless
and interesting than the majority of their commercial counterparts. There is a consistent, if pessimistic
philosophy to the films of Milligan, a grim assessment of humankind which strikes at the very heart of
modern liberalism, and provides a damning edict against society's most cherished institution.



 
Although Milligan's films often wallow in the gutter of human existence, primarily meditating on

the living hell of the social outcast and the sexual deviate, there is in contrast a shining, if elusive
morality to be attained by those protagonists strong and fortunate enough to escape all traps set by a
noxious social structure, which always threaten to drown the individual into its stifling conformist
regime, often through the lure of sex. Many of Milligan's characters are pathetic weaklings, especially
in the area of human relations, and yet these same characters often exhibit a grace and nobility which
largely counterpoints their often-fatal flaws.

In sum, Milligan seemed alternately amused and despairing over the sorry plight of what he
inarguably considered the failed human species, a gaggle of impulsive mammals who seemed unable
or unwilling to act correctly, even when they knew better, and knew that their present course of action
was certain death. This abiding moral judgment, and not merely the gore, nudity or insane histrionics,
is what makes the films of Andy Milligan so powerful even today, and it is this extraordinary power of
moral condemnation which we will attempt to articulate and analyze in this brief study.*
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